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Introduction

Lab poses now often informal abbreviation space CIE 1976 ( L *, a *, b *) ( also called

CIELab which is just determined by the coordinates L *, a * and b *).

Lab space is relatively less popular than others, but it has some advantages, it is much closer to how we perceive colors.

Lab space is not only wider, but covers a wider range of colors than human vision, i.e. even colors that do not exist (or are 

not perceived) in nature.

This wide gamut gives advantages in terms of better color reproduction and transformation during processing than in the 

case of other systems, but the condition is that the input file should contain as much information as possible, thus 16 or 

even 32 bit mode . Lab space has many advantages, in many cases it allows for much more effective and precise image 

processing than RGB, but it is less intuitive.

Just knowing and using the basic LAB color movement will significantly impact our photos in ways that were not possible 

before. This is more than just an option to increase the saturation - it is a stretching of the color palette.

Separating the brightness value from the color values   and putting the brightness value in its own channel L. means we can 

strongly influence the color tones without affecting the brightness or contrast of the image.

We can make additional adjustments to the channels AND and B, that remove discoloration, sliding on one side more than 

the other .

We can also apply masks and affect the colors in specific areas of the image .

It's really powerful that you can only apply an adjustment to a part of an image based on certain attributes (e.g. only 

highlights, only areas with a certain saturation, only a certain color, etc.).

The LAB mode is very useful if we only want to adjust the tone of our photo, because we are working on the channel then Lightness 

- brightness, whereas in RGB this process is impossible as tones are combined with color information in the individual 

channels. When executing, for example, the levels command in RGB mode, we also change the colors.

LAB is also perfect for color saturation - we work with separate color channels. Lab colors are brighter and clearer than 

when processed in RGB.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to save a jpeg file in Lab mode, and generally speaking, very few applications support this 

mode. It is a strictly editing environment.

After making the necessary adjustments in the LAB, we need to convert our file back to RGB or another mode.

https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/CIELab


In LAB mode, color differentiation can be achieved much easier than in other color modes.

Removal of all information carried in channels AND and B filling them with 50% gray will convert the photo to black 

and white.

Color in space LAB describe mathematically three components:

Lightness L curve - it only contains information about the luminance of the image (brightness and brightness of the image, i.e. the 

intensity of light entering the eye 0-100), 0 stands for "zero" luminance, that is

de facto black colour, 100 perfectly white color, essentially the channel is roughly a grayscale version of an image with all 

the detail and contrast.

[ Image in the channel L. it is slightly lighter but more contrast (especially in the midtones) compared to the image you would 

get after converting a color photo to grayscale using the Colors / Desaturation / Desaturation command, information, the 

lower the value, the darker the shade means. ] Pixels in the channel L. cannot be negative.

Curve A - controls the shades of hue between green and in the image magenta ( understood as "red" ) , with shades of 

green having a negative value (from -100), and the shades of red - a positive value (+100). Neutral tones shown in the 

image on the neutral center line are displayed as in the channel 50% gray . All values lighter

plotted above the middle neutral line are more purple than green and increase in intensity as they grow. Conversely, the 

values   are shown below the centerline

are greener than magenta. 256 levels ranging from -128 to 127.

Curve B - are shades between yellow and dark blue ( close to purple), where the shades of blue have a negative value 

and the shades of yellow have a value

positive. 256 levels ranging from -128 to 127.

Neutral tones shown in the image on the neutral center line are displayed as in the channel 50% gray . All values   

brighter plotted above the middle neutral line indicates a color more yellow than blue, and the intensity increases with 

increasing.

Conversely, the values   below the centerline appear bluer than yellow.

Or:

The further to the right the center of the curve is moved, the more pink the image (channel AND) or yellow ( B).

The further to the left the center of the curve is moved, the more green the photo ( AND) or blue ( B).

And the steeper this curve becomes - without shifting the middle, the greater the color contrast:



yellow objects will be more yellow, while blue objects will be bluer. This is why LAB mode is great for differentiating 

shades. Color channels A and B represent true neutral gray values at A = 0 and B = 0.

The scaling and boundaries of the A and B axes will depend on the specific implementation (program).

Often they are shown in the figures in the range -128 to 127, which corresponds to computer writing on a single byte. 8-bit 

signed integer. In practice, however, computer programs and mathematical procedures operate on floating point numbers 

in order not to lose accuracy in calculations.

In practice, for real devices, the values   of A and B do not even reach 100 (or -100).

Curves A and B are color information ONLY. No details. No luminance. No contrast.

As default curves are given AND and B have a central point of inflection.

Keeping it fixed and by editing the curve on both sides, we can change the intensity or the color without changing the hue, 

i.e. make green more or less green.

If you have fun moving the curve at the center of the inflection, you'll also notice that even a small adjustment can 

make a huge difference to the overall tone of the image.

This is due to the fact that it takes most of the photos only LAB color space areas very close to the center of the axis AND and 

B ( as shown in the very narrow histogram in the examples below).

Because the center of the curve channel AND and B goes through the center of the histogram - this makes a click on 

channel A or B of the spread image of the color perfectly black or white, will make the value appear x, corresponding to the 

center of the histogram curve. If not, there is a color cast that needs to be corrected by dragging the curve so that the white 

or black dot is in the center.

If you don't believe it, take a black and white image and put it on LAB and open Curves and measure. You can then paint 

on this pattern and measure it again.

Unlike RGB (and CMYK), LAB is largely a theoretical color model. Scanners and digital cameras do not register with 

the LAB. LAB color data cannot be input into the computer. Printers do not print in the LAB. You can display the LAB 

on your computer monitor if you are working in GIMP, Photoshop.

In this histogram, white appears when all three channels coincide, while yellow appears magenta ( crimson ) and cyan 

when two RGB channels coincide (yellow = red + green R + G. ,

Magenta ( crimson ) = red + blue R + B , blue-green = blue + 

green B + G. ).



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complementary_colors

https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barwy_dope%C5%82niaj%C4%85ce

Complementary colors are pairs of colors which, when combined or mixed, cancel each other out (lose hue ), creating a 

color in grayscale just like white or black . When placed next to each other, they create the strongest contrast for these two 

colors. They are usually depicted as colors lying opposite to each other on color wheel

Complementary colors can also be called " opposite colors ".

Which color pairs are considered complementary depends on the color theory used.

Color brightness - a term from a popular language. The designation "brightness" does not exist as a term or in a 

domain colorimetry nor in photometry . Due to the unclear nature of this term YOU has not defined it as a technical or 

scientific term.

The English equivalent of clarity is brightness. This is the total amount lights what a given light source appears to be radiate

or the surface appears to be reflecting.

Brightness, primarily in photography, is interpreted as a psychological concept related to the reception of light emitted or 

reflected from an object. Brightness is the counterpart

luminance .

Example of curves in G`M̀IC.

1. We begin
from the usual test image and we will see what happens when modifying the shape of the curves describing 

the channels in the LAB space.

First, we check the settings in GIMP 2.10:

Caution: ( https://docs.gimp.org/en/gimp-image-precision.html )

No matter which options you choose from the menu Accuracy, in high bit-depth GIMP 2.10, all internal processing is 

done with 32-bit floating point precision, and most editing operations are done using linelight channel coding.

➢ In GIMP, you won't get much accuracy by picking a 32-bit number

Fixed point instead of 32-bit floating point: GIMP still does all internal processing using 32-bit floating point 

accuracy.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complementary_colors
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hue
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grayscale
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contrast_(vision)
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ko%C5%82o_barw
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kolorymetria_(fizyka)
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fotometria
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Przestrze%C5%84_barw
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C5%9Awiat%C5%82o
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emisja
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luminancja
https://docs.gimp.org/en/gimp-image-precision.html


even if you select 32-bit fixed point precision in the Precision menu.

Note that the Accuracy menu options only determine how the image information is stored in RAM.

➢ At any bit depth, accuracy of fixed point and floating point numbers

uses approximately the same amount of RAM for internal computation when image processing, and also requires 

approximately the same amount of disk space when saving the image file to disk.

Next: ( https://discuss.pixls.us/t/mathematically-right-values-in-decomposing-to-lab/9281 )

The GIMP-2.10 allows you to select a color using any preset sample size and allows you to read LAB 

values.

GIMP-2.10 also scales to accommodate gamma artifacts. GIMP to LAB conversions use Bruce 

Lindbloom's XYZ to LAB equations

( http://brucelindbloom.com/index.html?Eqn_XYZ_to_Lab.html ) that are intended for the 1976 CIELAB color space. 

GIMP conversions use LAB with white point

D50 , because GIMP is an ICC profile editing application with color management. So if you are using GIMP and 

need the LAB value using a different white point, you need to do chromatic adaptation.

The GIMP-2.10 still has hardcoded sRGB values, which means the color selectors only provide accurate 

LAB readings for images in the sRGB color space. GIMP-2.99 can generate accurate readings in any RGB 

working space but GIMP-2.99 is not ready to use " production ".

Decomposing Images to LAB Using GIMP-2.10 gives slightly erroneous results due to a TRC problem ( Tone 

ResponseCurve - Tone response curve ) unless you take care to assign the appropriate grayscale ICC profile to 

the decomposed image. There are several outstanding bug reports for this issue.

The only way to see the LAB histogram in GIMP-2.10 is to decompose it into the LAB and figure out how to deal 

with the TRC problem.

•

•

•

•

•

•

https://docs.gimp.org/en/gimp-image-precision.html ( user manual status => GIMP 2.10.18)

6.7. Accuracy (Coding)

➢ Choice between Linear Light and Perceptual Gamma (sRGB) Channel Encoding:

……

Apart from the fact that Linear Light channel encoding is not suitable for 8-bit editing or soft proofing, from the 

user's perspective, the channel encoding selected in the Accuracy menu will have little impact on the workflow:

Currently, if you select "Linear Light" then the values   of the linear gamma channel are displayed in 

"pixel" values when using the Color Picker tool, Sample Points and the Sample Points dialog boxes . If 

you select "Perceptual Gamma", Perceptually Uniform Channel Values   (sRGB) are displayed instead.

Currently selected channel encoding is affected by wrong colors which you can see if you uncheck Image 

/ Color Management / Color Management https://docs.gimp.org/en/gimp-image-enable-color-management.html

and your image is no longer in one of GIMP's built-in sRGB color spaces (but with channel encoding 

selected, the colors are still incorrect).

•

about

about

https://discuss.pixls.us/t/mathematically-right-values-in-decomposing-to-lab/9281
http://brucelindbloom.com/index.html?Eqn_XYZ_to_Lab.html
https://docs.gimp.org/en/gimp-image-precision.html
https://docs.gimp.org/en/gimp-image-enable-color-management.html


Before decomposing the RGB layer on the LAB, the image precision should be increased to 32-bit (floating point). 

Promoting precision up to 32-bit (floating point) does not result in any potential posterization by converting the color space 

both ways from RGB to LAB and back to RGB.

Posterization - http://encyklopedia.naukowy.pl/Posteryzacja the phenomenon of an insufficient number of colors available in the image of computer 

graphics, which makes it impossible to maintain tonal continuity. As a result, this can lead to the phenomenon banding http://encyklopedia.naukowy.pl/Banding_koloru

, i.e. loss smooth gradations and false contours (half. banding, false contours) .

Histogram and Curves in GIMP 2.99.5 has three buttons: Linear, Nonlinear, and Perceptual.

GIMP 2.10.22

Histogram and Curves in GIMP 2.10.22 has two buttons

"Values   in linear / perceptual space".

Image 128, 128, 128 (80.80.80)

Encoding 32f Linear Light - Readout Encoding 32f Perceptual Gamma - Readout

After decomposing the color 128, 128, 128 on Lab

Accuracy 32f Nonlinear light

Turning on individual channels in turn we get:

Channel L Channel B Channel A

http://encyklopedia.naukowy.pl/Posteryzacja
http://encyklopedia.naukowy.pl/Banding_koloru


Channel reading AND or B with a Channel left on by mistake L.

For Accuracy 32f Perceptual gamma => The measurement results are identical.

Proposal:

We always turn off the visibility of the layers that we do not edit primarily the channel L. ,

clicking the eye icons in the Layers dialog box, otherwise we will get incorrect editing results.

Image => Accuracy => 32 bit (floating point) => Linear light

"Perceptual Gamma (sRGB)".

We open the test image:

Test image

The following variants of the results were obtained in the same way. Only one of the channels was subjected to 

brutal surgery at a time AND or B or sequentially

both.

Right-click the background layer and choose Duplicate Layer. Select this new top layer.

We pass to Colors => Components => Distribute ... and select the LAB color model, Layering:



This option unfolds the image in GIMP into three layers L, A and B in grayscale.

Make sure "Spread into Layers" is selected

At this point, it is important to recall that starting from GIMP 2.10.12 interaction with curves has been greatly improved.

Relative movement while dragging points

When dragging an existing curve point, it will no longer "jump" to the cursor position when the button is pressed. Instead, it 

will move from its current position as you move the cursor. This allows you to quickly select a point without moving it and 

make it easier to adjust the position of the point.

Also, when the cursor is over a point or dragging a point, the coordinate indicator now shows the point's position. not 

the cursor .

Snap to curve by holding Ctrl

Holding down Ctrl when adding or dragging a point, the y coordinate will remain

snapped to the original curve. This is especially useful for adding points along a curve.

Similarly, the coordinate indicator shows the snapped coordinates.

Additionally, some enhancements are tool specific Curves:

Numerical input of tool points Curves

Two new scroll buttons labeled " Entrance "And" Exit "Are now available in the tool interface Curves. They allow you to set the 

coordinates of a selected point numerically if necessary and precisely .

Add Smooth or Different curve point types

Checkpoints can now be points Smoothed-mi or Different-me . Smoothed points create a smooth curve, while Different 

points give sharp angles (previously all points were smoothed and it is still the default ).

Different points are displayed with a diamond shape rather than a circle, and the type can be changed in the tool Curves.

This allows for sharp rather than smooth transitions and we can combine sharp and smooth points on a single curve.

Moreover, now if we press Ctrl when adding or dragging a point on a curve, the point will snap to the original curve 

segment with very little change.

This is ideal when you need to add a few points to the curve and deal with them later.

Finally, when we hover the mouse over a curve point or drag that point, the dialog box will display the coordinates of the 

curve point , instead of the coordinates of the mouse pointer.



Selecting a point by double-clicking it will not accidentally move it. The values   in the fields provide precise control of 

the point position Entrance and Exit.

Adjust curves in linear and perceptual light

These new buttons in GIMP-2.10 let you toggle between Linear and Perceptual (non-linear) modes.

Linear and logarithmic buttons

These buttons allow you to select the histogram type Linear or Logarithmic. You can also use the same options in the 

Tool Options dialog box. This grayed out histogram is not displayed by default.

https://docs.gimp.org/2.10/en/gimp-tool-curves.html

How to get gray; 50% gray 0 in the channel AND or B. ( horizontal curve )

50% gray in channels A and B

https://docs.gimp.org/2.10/en/gimp-tool-curves.html


Result after Compose ... - black and white image

Inversion for channel A

Result after Assemble



AND green 0 B green 0

And yellow 0 B yellow 0

A and B green 0 A and B yellow 0

A - filled with 50% gray

When the channel AND disappears from the battlefield, getting different shades of magenta and green becomes impossible,

Cyan is a thing of the past, and what's worse, reds that are one of them also disappear

the most important colors perceived by man.

You can still try and apply a channel inversion, for example A - Colors => Invert



Pattern

Channel A +

Channel A-

Channel B +

Channel B-

Channel A-0-0

We change the halves of the curve like clock arrows to higher and lower the neutral point when rotating

retained their straightness ( displayed with the help of the diamond-shaped button ).

When the channel AND disappears from the battlefield , getting different shades of magenta and green becomes 

impossible, cyan is forgotten, what is worse, reds that are one of the

the most important colors perceived by man.

and Channel B + and Channel B-



So many basics.

2. In this example, we will focus on how to change the color of an element in

the picture

Jacket Color Source Image.

We pass to Colors => Components => Distribute ... and select the LAB color model, Layering:

Make sure the Disassemble into Layers checkbox is selected.

A new grayscale image with 3 layers appears L, A and B.



We turn off layer visibility L. and B, clicking the eye icons in the Layers dialog box. Now Colors => Curves and

We can adjust the colors selectively locally based on the sampled color.

By clicking the mouse on the image of the jacket

on the curve AND a point appears x , which represents the tonal value of red

material .

In the curve plot AND this value is shown x , shifted vertically downwards.

He has also changed shade of gray on darker



We turn off layer visibility L. and AND, clicking the eye icons in the Layers dialog box. Now Colors => Curves and

By clicking the mouse on the image

on the curve B a point appears x , which represents the tonal value of red

material .

This value is shown in the diagram x channel B, shifted vertically downwards.

Now Colors => Components => Assemble ... we mark the LAB color model

Folding channels.



The resulting color of the jacket.

We will try another modification of the red color only by changing the channel strongly AND.

Again Colors => Components => Distribute ... and

And again Assemble ...



The resulting color of the jacket.

In the case of this particular image, we can achieve the same effect by using only for the channel A => Colors / Invert. With 

one flick in the LAB, the jacket will also be mostly green with a hint of cyan.

The functional equivalent of the Colors> Invert command applied to channel A (or B) is to invert (Invert) a curve applied 

to channel A (or B) using the Curves window.

We can achieve this effect by using only for the channel B => Colors / Invert.

Please note

that LAB application, it stretching color space area . We have a lot of empty space on 

both sides of the histogram.



Histogram in both A and B channels almost always looks like a spike in the middle of the histogram, in front of

changes is narrow at first!

Not to be confused with the appearance of the channel histogram Lab: narrow Linear and the same as Logarithmic. This tells 

us that the LAB color gamut is ridiculously large, much larger than as shown at the beginning of the chart above, eg 

AdobeRGB. This gives a lot of free space to work with colors without getting a lot of nasty artifacts, which is one of the 

advantages.

Sample Histogram channel AND before applying the curve and after applying the curve.

As already mentioned, if you play around with the central inflection point of the curve , you will notice that even a slight 

adjustment can make a huge change to the overall tone of an image.

This is because most photos occupy areas of the LAB color space only very close to the center of the axis AND and B ( as shown 

by the very narrow histograms in the examples).

If we only choose L channel, we can swap white and black.

Useful color replacement with LAB.



These were examples without any markings!

These are easy examples because the background is blank and neutral, but the introduction to the idea is I think

a good picture.

Caution: in the channel L. no changes were made.

3. Use LAB for stunning color enhancement results

In photography, the colored hills - and not only the hills - come mainly from LAB editing.

And it would be difficult to effectively replace this mode with anything else.

The settings for channel A and B will be identical



Therefore, we can save the Curve settings for channel A, click + and give our name as e.g. Sat LAB.

For channel B we download from Settings.

the same cannot be achieved with the Saturation slider.

Notice how the colors really came to life. I didn't add any colors, I just tweaked it

what was already there. And that's what I find fantastic when I use LAB colors.

Not all photos really use them, but some do,

they amaze you, adding color and vigor to your images !

As shown in the screenshots above, we increase to very high levels by dragging the top right and bottom left points on 

the curve one, two, or three squares inward on the grid. We repeat this one by one on the curve AND and the same on 

the curve B ( from a saved curve Sat LAB).

We need to make sure that the curved line passes through the center of the mesh, otherwise, an unwanted color 

will appear in the final image (unless we so desire). If necessary, we can adjust the contrast in the channel L. using 

a curve - this will give us an additional enhancement of the contrast in the final image.

Reminder: curve L. is a brightness channel and there are no colors in it so any curve shape can be created here and 

there is no requirement for the line to pass through the center of the mesh.

Other examples of LAB application results:





https://pixabay.com/de/photos/auto-hudson-v8-oldtimer-3281448/

https://pixabay.com/de/photos/auto-hudson-v8-oldtimer-3281448/






Working with the above color mode in GIMP it's not entirely comfortable :

the problem we have with GIMP is missing real-time preview of changes (interactively).

By manipulating the curves of separate layers, you cannot see the result immediately.

I have to connect the channels to see the effect.

With all regulations, we can use such a visualization of the ranges of the curves' influence AND and B:

When this does not suit us, we can then use the G̀ MIC plug, which provides a great, interactive way to highlight colors in 

the LAB space.



Filter " Curves " is in the " Colors ".

With this tool, you can easily set color curves for different color spaces, and save the curves as new presets to 

create your own color settings in Faves. and the color settings will be remembered next time.

Filter Has options exporting curves as a "CLUT" file , which remembers all color transformations and which can also be 

used in other programs (e.g. in RawTherapee) If we have pre-made color settings and want to share them, this is a 

convenient way to do so.

Clear information about the filter interactions is below.

Latest Update: September 28, 2014

As you can see the color curve filter works in color spaces RGB, CMY, CMYK, HSI, HSL, HSV, Lab , Lch and YCbCr . New 

curves [interactively].

Output preset as a HaldCLUT Layer: Initial preset as HaldCLUT layer :

Disable Off ;

Lowres CLUT Low CLUT resolution ;

Highres CLUT High resolution CLUT

Apply Transformation From = Apply z transformation

New Curves [Interactive] = New curves [interactive] <=

Curves Previously Defined = Predefined curves



Description:

This filter allows you to apply color curves to images in many different color spaces. In the open filter, click the buttons Apply 

or OKAY below to open G`M̀IC interactive windows and start creating color curves. After editing, close the open main 

image window to save the filter result: to do this, simply close the preview window by clicking on the cross in the upper 

right corner and the changes will be immediately applied to the image opened in GIMP .

After you have set your curves, you can save them by pressing the button Add to Faves = Add to Favorites above the 

filter tree.

To remove control points from curves, click the button Reset see above.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Interactions:

Do the following in interactive windows to manage your coloring:

- Left mouse button creates a new color control point (or shifts an existing one).

- Right mouse button at the checkpoint removes it.

- Left mouse button held on the main interactive image window shows the starting image until the button is 

released.

- Right mouse button clicking on the main interactive image window adds a key point to all curves of the selected 

color. We can adjust the colors selectively locally based on the sampled color.

- Key R, clicking the "R" key in the curve window resets the curve.

- Keys CTRL + D increase the size of the current curve window.

- Keys CTRL + C reduce the size of the current curve window.

- Keys CTRL + R resets the window size of the current curve.

- Keys ESC, Q or ENTER close the current curve window.

Caution:

You can lock the horizontal or vertical movement of the color control point on the curve in the windows, which gives 

you more precise control of the color control points: An existing color control point can be moved:

" CTRL + mouse "To limit yourself to only horizontal movement , and " SHIFT + 

mouse "To limit ourselves to only vertical movement .

interactive window open



The shape of curves A and B can be seen in the illustration.

As you can see, they are very steep - thanks to this we managed to obtain such intense colors. The histogram is so 

narrow! This tells us that the Lab Color range is absurdly large, much larger than, for example, the AdobeRGB range. This 

gives a lot of free space to work with colors without getting a lot of nasty artifacts, which is one of the advantages.

Remember when working with color channels and and b, we do not change the contrast, only the colors. Let's pump colors!



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdjEIeMGioQ Oct 9 2014 G'MIC: New interactive color curves tool for GIMP, 

with lot of color spaces. G`M̀IC: New Interactive Color Curve Tool for GIMP, with lots of color spaces.

Author's film shows how it works (here for curve manipulation in the CIE Lab color space)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZQ6mIqOX7Q&t=159s May 26, 2015 G'MIC | LAB Saturation and Sharpen (Gimp 2.9

Important Note:

The G'MIC stores all image data as float value buffers (32 bits, value range [-3.4E38, + 3.4E38].

Performs all image processing with floating point numbers. Each pixel of the image is 32 bits / channel (except 

when double-precision buffers are turned on during software compilation, in which case the default may be 64 bits / 

channel).

GMIC also provides a great, interactive way to highlight colors in the Lab space: Filters => G'MIC ... Colors / Mixer Lab

Last actualisation: 2016/06/20

works great.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdjEIeMGioQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZQ6mIqOX7Q&t=159s


Modify the sliders and you're done.

A-color and B-color gain control. 1.5 is a good starting point. Swipe up and down and see what it looks like in the 

preview window.

G'MIC offers several color mixers in different color spaces. The special thing about this is that you have the choice of 

mixing the colors only in the shadows, in the midtones, or in the highlights - or all three. Sometimes amazing effects can 

be created, as long as you work with the right photo.

Jacob's ladder
it's a way of correcting images - which was discovered by Jacob Rus and named accordingly

Jacob's ladder. ( Do not confuse with: the biblical Jacob's Ladder - viewed by James in dream . )

This is simple to do, yet extremely efficient for troublesome images. In this step in wedge I want to change one of the steps 

to yellow

Colors => Components => Distribute… => LAB

Now I mark this step in the wedge.

Channel L wand, threshold 3, Selection => Remove gaps, then I switch to channel B We transform the curve of channel B 

from the horizontal line! For gray color; 50% gray 0 in B. ( horizontal curve ) further:

for the marked step I have to increase the value a little and add a little Yellow (on the curve B)

[we move up to add yellow]

increase the channel value a little Lightness L for the marked step

Here is the result.

[we move down to add blue]

https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jakub_(posta%C4%87_biblijna)
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sen


Use of levels in LAB.
We will achieve similar effects by transforming the curve of channel A or B or A and B using, however, no

curves but horizontal ( https://docs.gimp.org/2.10/en/gimp-tool-levels.html ) as the settings are more precise.

Choose a layer AND

Colors => Levels

Use the text boxes to set input levels e.g. on 20 and 80.

You can also use 30 for the black slider and 70 for white, or 40 and 60. You must always make sure they are balanced: a 

small number is X, a high number is 100 - X. The larger X, the greater the effect you will see, but you don't want to. to be 

that big when the black and white triangles come closer together in the chart. (If you click Modifying these settings as 

curves, you can see what these values   are if you use curves - by setting the mouse pointer on a point).

Click here Ok, to accept.

Turn off layer A and select layer B.

Again Colors => Levels and adjust in the same way.

Comments:

You don't have to use the same X , which in layer A.

Keep this in mind if you really just want a more expressive sky, such as without overly reddened faces (use a larger 

X for B than for A).

If we want to decrease the curve slope of a given channel, then we use no Input levels but with Output levels (by setting 

rather balanced values   for X and 100 - X).

An alternate process , is to duplicate layer A, change the duplicate to Overlay mode (or experiment with Soft / Hard light 

modes), then merge with the original layer A, then you can do the same with B (it depends what colors you want raise or 

weaken).

If you use noise reduction, you can get better results by working with individual layers. You might consider 

sharpening the L layer.

If necessary, you can adjust the contrast in the L channel with curves - this will give us additional contrast enhancement in 

the final image. The L channel is a brightness channel and there are no colors in it so you can create a different shape 

curve here and there is no requirement for the line to pass through the center of the mesh.

Now Colors => Components => Assemble ... we mark the LAB color model

In turn, we can copy the obtained new image as a new layer.

The top layer has vivid colors, but with the mode and opacity of the top layer, you can adjust the effect to your taste, this 

gives you a way to increase (eg, Cover, Multiply), or soften the effect (eg, Spotlight, Sift). If you feel the initial effect is 

satisfactory, you don't need to do so.

https://docs.gimp.org/2.10/en/gimp-tool-levels.html


Application attempt in GIMP:

"Technique Man from Mars"

According to: http://www.broadhurst-family.co.uk/lefteye/MainPages/man_from_mars.htm

it is very useful to have more contrast in only one color in images, such as a shot of a green tree.

It also works on images with more colors, but it's also more complicated.

In GIMP 2.10 it only works properly in the setting Curves Perceptual gamma .

Technique relies on separation or explosion Colors - Find colors to add to an image . This is not a technique that will 

give you consistent results, but a visual enhancement technique.

The idea behind this technique is to separate the colors.

This technique is not predictable so we can experiment with different points and colors to get the effect we are 

looking for.

Let's start with this fairly neutral image of the stone stairs in the old castle. Now the shades aren't making 

use of their full range and we can remove the slight glow.

The Man of Mars technique emerges.

In mode Lab we choose points on the curves to separate everything.

We go successively to the sewers and and b, to find neutral point (for this channel) or the color we want to highlight.

Move the top end of the curve, for example, in half along the top edge of the axis, as shown opposite. We click on the upper 

right point of the curve for the channel b, then move left (e.g. one two divisions) along the top edge of the axis as shown in the 

screenshots.

http://www.broadhurst-family.co.uk/lefteye/MainPages/man_from_mars.htm


Now we click more or less in the middle of the lower end of the curve and move the point to the right and down until the curve 

starts to go down and kiss the axle at the same time the center of the curve a must pass through the neutral point (otherwise we 

will achieve the desired color or not). I recommend you to try it, for this image setting the curve in front of the neutral point gives a 

yellow tinge with a blue point.

The more we move the upper right point of the curve and lower the kiss of the axis, the warm colors will explode more 

than the cold ones.



Middle of the curve does not pass through the neutral point (we achieve the desired or not paint).

The final effect obtained (L (Wavelet Sharpen) + A + B Copy of a layer Covering 50%)

The result pleases everyone, maybe quite "wild", but all the colors appear everywhere. Was it possible to suppose 

that there was so much in the original painting.

Mating needs a reduction to taste - I left it high at 50% to show the exaggerated difference between it and the 

original we started with.

All impressive things that would be very difficult to do in other color modes, but with a few Lab tricks.

This is another good reason to get acquainted with Lab and start using it in image processing. We've seen what it can 

do with a boring image.



4. Now, LAB selective action
with the use of markings using e.g. a plug Luminosity Masks ...

Filters / General / David2 Luminosity Masks… I mark LLLL

Important Note:

I use compilation all the time samj, due to the fact that the standard GIMP already

does not open plugins compiled with Python 2 .

Python 2.7 is abandoned https://www.python.org/doc/sunset-python-2/ 

https://samjcreations.blogspot.com/2020/10/une-version-de-gimp-2.html of 04-10-2020

This archive contains the latest version of Python 2.7.18 as of April 2020 .

The first thing to check is in the Filters menu.

Is there a Python-Fu entry?

No entry, GIMP has no Python and no Python plugin " something .py " our favorites they will not

work.

https://www.python.org/doc/sunset-python-2/ 
https://samjcreations.blogspot.com/2020/10/une-version-de-gimp-2.html


In Filtry => General we have at our disposal, among others:

Luminosity Mask

Luminosity Masks (soulgoode)

Reference Zone Channels

Tin-Tran Luminosity Masks

Zone System Separator

And in Python-FU => Luminosity Masks DM

I want a greater contrast of red in the sky. So Colors / Components / Distribute ... ( I 

only want to pull up reds)

If in the channel AND there will be a lighter shade of gray, it means increasing the saturation of magenta, and if it is a 

darker shade of gray, we will be dealing with an increase in the intensity of green. The lighter or darker the gray color in 

this channel, the more saturated one of these colors will be.

Further Colors / Components / Assemble ...

Picture Before



Image Po

remember that if you really just want a more vivid sky, for example without reddening your face too much (you'd use a 

larger X for Channel B than for Channel A).

Similarly:

Filters / General / David2 Luminosity Masks… I mark DDDD



LAB mode can be used for manipulating the color of photos but also, among others down

creating black and white versions of photos, as well as denoising and sharpening.

However, you need to understand that different photos dictate processing conditions, so the main processing points will be 

shown below.

How to use LAB mode in GIMP to remove unwanted discoloration (paint).

Terms:

Color dominant color (not color dominant) - in other words the color of the whole, it speaks of a dominant (excess) of a certain color, some color 

dominates ( color cast ).

Colorful glow. We talk about it when the colors start to have a certain dominant, e.g. photos taken outdoors have a slightly bluish color glow, while 

made indoors, under artificial orange light.

Color dominant (colorful) - that is, a situation where a color dominates.

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Panthera_tigris_tigris_original.jpg

Image => Accuracy => 32 bit (floating point) => Perceptual gamma (sRGB)

In LAB mode, it is easy to identify discoloration.

Just look at channel A or B. If the colors are more or less evenly distributed on both sides of the center of the histogram, 

the image is unlikely to be discolored. But when

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Panthera_tigris_tigris_original.jpg


the histogram values   are shifted to the left or right from the center of the histogram, you may have discoloration.

Here's how it works in channels A and B:

In channel A, if the colors are farther to the left, a greenish dominance of the colors will appear in the 

image. If they are on the right, we get magenta.

Similarly, on the B channel, if you know the histogram is shifted to the left, the image will have a bluish tinge. If 

values   are on the right side of the histogram, the image will appear more yellow.

•

•

In this way, the LAB color space makes it very easy to determine if we have a colored cast. Just look at the center of the 

histogram, and if the colors are shifted one way or the other, we know that we have a tinge of color or a shift.

This is important because slight discoloration is not always visible to the naked eye. Our eye gets used to looking at the 

image in a certain way and accepts it as normal.

We identified the paint how to fix this color dominant - discoloration. Much of the power of the LAB color space comes 

from shifting the endpoints on both sides of the histogram.

If any of the colors become dominant in the image, the quickest way to restore the color balance is to strengthen the 

opposite color.

So far, we've moved the endpoints toward the center by exactly the same amount on each side of the histogram. This 

improved the colors without affecting the overall color of the image. This time, however, we're going to move the endpoints 

in different amounts to fix the taint of color.

For example, let's say our photo has a blue tint. After opening the channel B A histogram pop-up shows that the color is 

asymmetrically shifted to the left of the center.

It's easy to fix this, we move the upper right endpoint of the histogram curve more than the lower left endpoint.

Another example, let's say I open a channel AND one of my photos and I noticed that the values   were 

asymmetrically shifted to the left of the center of the histogram.

This means we probably have a green dye. To fix this, just move the upper right endpoint a bit. We don't do it too hard, 

usually three to five points will make a significant color change.

Identifying and repairing slight discoloration .

Honestly, I didn't see any discoloration, but decided to check it out. I converted the image to LAB and 

looked at the histogram of channel A and channel B.

Here's what I saw:



Two histograms in the LAB.

You can see that both are shifted to the right of the centerline - a sure sign of domination in the photo.

You can see that in the channel AND most pixels are arranged to the right of the center line of the histogram. This is a sure sign that 

there are more pixels in color in the image magenta than greenery . Also note that in the channel B most pixels are also stacked to the 

right of the center, which means there are more pixels in the image yellow ones than heavenly .

It doesn't necessarily mean the image is wrong, but it could indicate discoloration. So let's make adjustments as described 

above and move the left bottom endpoints a little bit in each channel.

Here's what I did:



Histograms after corrections. You can see I pulled the bottom left endpoints of each of the channels

inside.

What I did was move the lower left endpoint of each histogram slightly inward to compensate for the fact that the colors 

are shifted to the right in the histogram in each channel.

Sometimes you will notice that the spike in channel A or B is on one side of the center of the histogram, but you don't really 

want to alter the overall color of the image. It's still important to understand what happens when you do your normal LAB 

color shift.

If you ignore the shift one way or the other, when you shift the endpoints by equal amounts, you can make the color 

shift deeper. Therefore, keep an eye on your histogram and try to keep the center of the shift at the top, not the center 

of the histogram.

In other words, if the pixels are to the right of the histogram, move the lower left endpoint a bit (and vice versa). This way, 

you can shift your normal LAB color around, but at least you don't add any color cast to the photo.

The technique shown here will allow the LAB color to move in a more nuanced manner. Above, we just moved the 

endpoints of our channel A and channel B by equal values. It is a universal approach that does not always work for 

photography.

Now you can use this to manipulate the color a bit or at least prevent it from deteriorating during editing.

There is no special correct way in correcting discoloration.



Use your own judgment and do what you think is right. However, when you are making these movements, you may want 

to point them in one direction or the other. Remember that sometimes the dominance of colors can add an effect or mood 

to a photo. Sometimes a slight shade of color just looks good. For example, a warmer hue created by a yellow or 

magenta glow can actually improve image quality.

Sometimes, but less frequently, a bluish tinge may be appropriate.

Also, remember that a greenish tinge never looks good and should be avoided.

I know it can sometimes be confusing knowing where the colors are and how to fix them in the LAB color space.

To make it easier for you, here are the graphics:

The color of the paint Look LAB channel Histogram Correction

Green Always wrong AND Shifted to the left Drag the top right

endpoint to the left Drag the 

bottom left

endpoint to the right, Drag the 

top right

endpoint to the left Drag the 

bottom left

right end point

Magenta Sometimes ok AND Shifted to the right

Blue Usually wrong B Shifted to the left

Yellow Sometimes ok B Shifted to the right

The LAB color space is a powerful beast, it will allow you to use the power without getting bright effects or discoloration in 

your photos. It will also allow you to fix the taint of color simpler and easier than anything RGB allows.

We have flexible and relatively accurate methods of removing discoloration in the program. But there is one more 

thing to understand: difference between global and local color management.

This is a small digression on how to remove discoloration, but it's an important topic still on the same topic.

The techniques we used are global adjustments.

This means that the adjustment is visible all over the image.

Most images require some degree of global adjustments, but this is not always ideal. Keep in mind that colors and light 

change and the camera may not always be able to capture these differences.

Therefore, in some cases, you may want to keep the color cast in certain areas of the image. It actually improves the 

image. Shadow areas often look better when there is a slight shade of blue in them. The warm shade in the shade looks 

unnatural. The best way to remove discoloration from specific areas is to use luminosity masks or manual layer masks.

This is a much more accurate and visually pleasing method of removing discoloration. A layer mask is easy to add to 

a layer, so feel free to experiment with using it. This allows you to manually remove color correction (matching) from 

the places you want keep color dominant.

Correction time - minute.

Being able to read colors will help you when you need to determine a parasitic shade.

Removing discoloration in GIMP is quick and painless. Just a few clicks!

https://capturelandscapes.com/how-to-create-luminosity-masks-in-photoshop/
https://capturelandscapes.com/how-to-create-luminosity-masks-in-photoshop/


5. Convert image to black and white B&W

1. Image> Accuracy> 32 bit (floating point)> Linear light

2. Convert to LAB colors: Colors => Component => Distribute… set the color mode a LAB

3. Fill the A and B layers with each color of neutral gray RGB 128/128/128 or we remove! .

[ Use "Bucket Fill" to fill channels A and B with " Value = 0.501961 " 128.000055

As can be seen, an odd value is required to populate channels A and B.

We can generate this odd value by decomposing a solid white layer (or black or neutral gray; the only requirement is that R = G = B) into the LAB and 

choosing a color from the resulting channel A or B.

Explain why we need such an odd value to get a mathematically correct LAB "L" conversion to black and white.

The results aren't very far off if we use 0.500000 (128, 128, 128), but the red channel will be a bit low, the green channel will be almost fine, and the 

blue channel a bit too high.

For example white will fold back to (0.994662, 1.001333, 1.003732). In other words, the resulting re-assembled image has a very subtle 

shade (cyan-blue) of cyan-blue.

According to https://ninedegreesbelow.com/photography/lab-lightness-to-black-and-white-gimp29-photoshop.html ]

4. Then reassemble the LAB layer stack to RGB ("Colors / Components / Assemble ... "And ready

Sometimes we don't like the B / W image, but don't get upset about it, then:

5. We duplicate the layer and change the top layer mode to Multiply, the effect will be absolutely spectacular.

We will get a very good black / white photo. Now we can adjust the Opacity, (and sharpness Filters / Enhancement / 

High Transition ... (Unsharp Mask) as we like. Flatten the image.

Export as ...

If we prefer the simplified version approximate using the removal of channels A and B then:

4. Select the Lightness (L) layer containing all information about brightness and contrast,

Brightness is very interesting as it contains all the luminance information (while in RGB and HSV some of this 

information is broken down into other components). Often times, you can see the extended tonal range and discover 

hidden details in shadows by examining this component.

https://ninedegreesbelow.com/photography/lab-lightness-to-black-and-white-gimp29-photoshop.html


You can also mention the black and white conversion method The Gorman-Holbert Method.

This method is much more complicated, but produces beautiful results and has been found to be especially useful for 

portraits. As far as I could know this method was originally developed by Rob Carr but has since been modified by Greg 

Gorman and Mac Holbert and is now popularly known as the Gorman / Holbert black and white conversion method:

Image => Accuracy => 32 bit (floating point)> Perceptual gamma

1. Colors / Components / Distribute ...

about Color model: LAB

about Selection Laying out.

This produces three new images, L, a and b. Delete a and b. Work on the image L.

On the card Channels click PPM ( right-click) Channel Gray and select → Channel for selection.

Invert selection (Selection → Invert). (So   you choose the shadows). Go back to the 

painting RGB ( Image → Mode: RGB). Duplicate the base layer.

Fill duplicate layer with selected color Edit => Fill with foreground color ( black for simple black and white 

conversion). This will fill the selection (shadows).

Change the layer blending mode to Multiplication.

Create, New From View.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10. Change the blend mode to Covering, customize as needed (20% in combined

example).

6. Denoise

Chroma noise and luminance separation

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noise_reduction

In actual photos, the finest spatial frequency detail consists mainly of brightness variations ("luminance details") rather than 

hue variations ("chroma details"). Because each noise reduction algorithm should try to remove noise without 

sacrificing real details from the scene being photographed, there is a risk of more detail loss from luminance noise 

reduction than chroma noise reduction simply because most scenes initially have little detail of high chroma frequency.

In addition, most people find chrominance noise in images more undesirable than luminance noise; color spots are 

considered a "digital appearance" and unnatural, compared to the grainy appearance of luminance noise, which some 

compare to film grain.

For these two reasons, most photographic noise reduction algorithms break down image details into chrominance and 

luminance components and apply greater noise reduction to the first component. Most dedicated noise reduction software 

allows the user to control the chrominance and luminance noise reduction separately.

Noise color
In most cases, all that needs to be done is a double-sided filter on the channels AND and B in mode Lab.

Luminance noise

Unlike color noise, you have to be much more careful when removing this type of noise. First, remove the color noise to 

make it easier to see the luminance noise. Sometimes you may want to only partially remove the luminance noise to 

allow some of the finer details to be shown.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noise_reduction


Usage
GIMP double-sided filter

This is a GIMP noise canceling plugin, similar to the Gaussian Selective Blur plugin. It also includes an extension that improves the performance of the 

Bilateral / Selective Gaussian Blur filter on image gradients.

Tools => GEGL library operation => Two-sided filter [ or G`M̀IC Repair => Smooth [Bilateral] ]

will blur the image while preventing the edges of objects from blurring. Sometimes color noise appears in large spots. 

The Duplex Filter is tricked into not blurring the spot of color as it wants to preserve the edges. The two-sided filter will 

also consider a smaller part of the image to be edges if you apply a little blur first.

Picture of sony-a7iii- iso-12800 .jpg (from the Internet)



Quick setting.

Image denoised GEGL => Two-sided filter

We can use for noise reduction G`M̀IC, which has a very large set of denoising filters, we can get better results on 

individual layers than in a full color image.



For testing, I used the images:

https://farm1.staticflickr.com/275/31333770463_6425de9162_b.jpg

Only the channel L. GMIC => Smooth [Anisotropic] Iteration 2

https://farm1.staticflickr.com/275/31333770463_6425de9162_b.jpg


Now you can apply a slight sharpening to the L channel

Extreme case:

https://people.sc.fsu.edu/~jburkardt/examples/imagemagick/balloons_noisy.png

The file contains a lot of speckle noise ( deliberately chosen to visualize the possibilities of the method )

https://people.sc.fsu.edu/~jburkardt/examples/imagemagick/balloons_noisy.png


Repair => Smooth [Median] + RemoveHotPixe Channel B, A , and L Single pixels can

remove with a Patch.

Tip: for those who are starting to use G̀ MIC, individual filters after selecting the settings or application default settings we 

approve by clicking "Apply", then we can apply further filters, always clicking "Apply", only when the last one is applied, 

click "OK" then the image will be displayed in GIMP.

7. Sharpening

In picture mode Lab, as already stated, the information on brightness levels is separate from the color information (channel and and b). This 

means that by increasing the sharpness in this channel, you will not be increasing the amount of color noise.

You can select areas to sharpen using technique selective sharpening on the duplicate layer L. in Lab, change the 

blending mode of the added layer to Linear light,

add a black mask, then mark the mask and use the tool Brush We paint white after the photo, revealing sharpened 

fragments that we want to selectively sharpen.

This is what we mean by "selective LAB sharpening."

Selective sharpening in the LAB has a double benefit: first, colored pixels are not sharpened, and color data is usually 

where unattractive over-sharpening is most noticeable. Second, by “painting” the L channel sharpening on a layer 

mask, you can selectively target areas you want to sharpen, drawing the viewer's attention to the parts of the image 

you want to emphasize, such as the eyes in a portrait.

We activate the channel L. and then we activate High Pass or Unsharp mask, which will allow us to avoid the effect of a 

colored fringe appearing on the edges of objects, because we do not sharpen the colors.

I use filter High Pass ( High Pass ).

However, it doesn't make sense to apply a filter to the entire image as the result is pretty useless.



Since the human eye responds particularly well to light shades, only sharpen " lights "Image.

A detailed description of the new version of the filter can be found in:

https://docs.gimp.org/2.10/en/gimp-filter-high-pass.html

overview

When processing tones, a high-pass filter filters out high frequencies above the threshold. In digital images, frequency refers 

to sudden changes in the brightness or color of adjacent pixels. A high-pass filter filters out important detail (detects edges) 

and removes larger gradients. This result, combined with the original image and "Soft light" or "Live light" merge mode , is 

used to sharpen images. Enhances fine details. This filter can be found in Filters → Enhancement → High Passage ... ( High 

Pass ...)

Filter options

Initial settings , preview , split view

These options are common to GEGL based filters.

Standard deviation

Increasing this Standard Deviation lowers the filter threshold and more image detail is taken into account in the 

operation.

Contrast

Increase / decrease the contrast of the processed details.

Pruning

The result of this filter may be larger than the original image. With the default option Adjustment it will be automatically 

changed as needed after applying the filter.

In the case of an option Crop the result will be clipped to the layer boundary.

Using the filter High Passage ... ( High Pass ...)

We open our image:

Bolivia - Ambro National Park

https://docs.gimp.org/2.10/en/gimp-filter-high-pass.html


Check: B Distinct blue color, A too much green

Correction of A and B channels

I duplicate the L layer and open the filter High Passage ... , we set the parameters (as needed):



You can also try the mode Soft light and Linear light . Now L. copy => Merge 

Down and Colors => Components => Assemble ...

The final effect also depends on, for example, the use of Linear light mode and reduction Mating layers and

individual operations by taste. (I corrected channel B too much)



Also scroll through the other Contrast Mode values   to compare different sharpening results.

You can keep both the standard deviation and the contrast low and focus on getting the natural result. After completing this 

step, we can increase the sharpening by reducing the Contrast and duplicating the layer L ( High Pass) one or more times as 

needed for the most natural effect.

I want to use an eyedropper to find out the LAB values   for my colors.

In the "Change Active Color" dialog, we only see RGB, LCh and HSV in the default setting.

We use a window for this Dropper Information - Foreground color setting

Very important note again:
I will repeat from the sources:

https://discuss.pixls.us/t/mathematically-right-values-in-decomposing-to-lab/9281 ;

https://ninedegreesbelow.com/photography/high-bit-depth-gimp-tutorial-edit-tonality-colorseparately.html and

https://gitlab.gnome.org/GNOME/gimp/-/issues/883 it appears that GIMP has a bug:

"If above the stack of grayscale layers has 32 bit floating point precision - Linear light - layers in the stack decomposed to 

the LAB - do not have the correct key (yields slightly wrong results due to a problem with TRC ( Tone ResponseCurve - Tone 

response curve ).

To get the toning to almost the right one, I went to Image => Accuracy and changed the precision of the 

grayscale layer stack to "Perceptual Gamma (sRGB)" .

Then, the Gray-elle-V4-labl.icc profile had to be downloaded and assigned

https://github.com/ellelstone/elles_icc_profiles/raw/master/profiles/Gray-elle-V4-labl.icc

to the layer stack. What I did not do to simplify the operation.

The bug has been a problem for many years, in all previous versions of GIMP-2.10 as well as in GIMP-2.99.

https://discuss.pixls.us/t/mathematically-right-values-in-decomposing-to-lab/9281
https://ninedegreesbelow.com/photography/high-bit-depth-gimp-tutorial-edit-tonality-color-separately.html
https://ninedegreesbelow.com/photography/high-bit-depth-gimp-tutorial-edit-tonality-color-separately.html
https://gitlab.gnome.org/GNOME/gimp/-/issues/883
https://github.com/ellelstone/elles_icc_profiles/raw/master/profiles/Gray-elle-V4-labl.icc


Literature:

https://docs.gimp.org/en/gimp-introduction-history-2-10.html

https://docs.gimp.org/en/gimp-pimping.html#gimp-prefs-color-management 1.3. Color management

https://docs.gimp.org/en/gimp-image-enable-color-management.html 

https://docs.gimp.org/en/plug-in-decompose-registered.html https: // gitlab. 

gnome.org/GNOME/gimp/-/issues/883

One of the many guides on the web:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aNJ1nLen4p8 Apr 19, 2018 Gimp 2.10 : LAB color enhancement - luminance 

channel enhancement - area enhancement

There are always different techniques on this subject for each photo. It is always different for which themes 

certain filters are used to show a special impression in the photo.

Development :

Zbigniew Małach

Zbyma72age
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